
Tuesday 2nd to 5th June 2020  

Senior Infants - Mrs Boyle 

It was so good to see you all while dropping off your booklets and to those I didn’t see, I 

hope you were enjoying the lovely sunshine. The remainder will be delivered Tuesday. 

Don’t worry about completing the booklets for now. They will be used in the remaining weeks. 

I have numbered the pages at the bottom and these will be referenced in notes. 

Remember, do what you can depending on your family circumstances. You can email me 

at jenniferboyle2012@gmail.com if you have any questions or want to share some 

photographs or work your children are proud of.  

English 

Phonics 

 Just Phonics (large book) pg 89 (Revision: digraphs) pg 90 & 91 (compound words) pg 

92 (vowel and consonant sounds) 

 Phonics copy sent home has a few pages at the back to complete – sounds ‘oi’, ‘ue’, ‘er’, 

‘ar’ if you wish to complete them as a form of revision over the coming weeks. We have 

this covered already 

Reading 

 Oxford Owl for home (www.oxfordowl.co.uk) have free e-books. It is simple to sign 

up to the website. Browse the e-book library by age 4-5, 5-6 depending on their 

reading level. 

Writing 

 Handwriting Booklet – Capital letters H, I, J, K 

 Summer themed Procedural Writing – use the same format as last week: First, 

next, then, finally. 

I have attached an example– How to make lemomade… and the templates but you 

will see from my example that all you need is a sheet of paper or your copy.  

Here are some ideas for you. 

- How to make a summer smoothie 

- How to have a picnic 

- How to get ready for the beach 

- How to build a sandcastle 

Maths  

 Busy at Maths ‘The seasons: summer’ pg 114 (discuss, integrated with oral 

language), Full/empty pg 115, Holds more/Holds less 116, Holds most/holds least pg 

117, How many cupfuls? pg 118 
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With capacity and particularly pg 118, it is important that the children are encouraged to 

estimate how many cups it will take to fill the objects. Reassure them that an estimate is a 

guess and it is ok to get it wrong. Again, this is another favourite and a lesson they really 

enjoy in class with a basin, cups and various objects that they can estimate and fill in the 

classroom, so have fun! 

Gaeilge 

 Bua na Cainte, Ceacht 4 & 5: Ag Siopadóireacht 

lch 50  

If you wish, Bua na Cainte online resource is available for download. I downloaded it onto 

my laptop using the following link http://edco.ie/buaB It took approx. 50 minutes to 

download (733MB) and set up. Username and password are both ‘trial’. This is not 

necessary. Practising the phrases at the bottom of the pages is enough, revising numbers 

and colours.  

See teachers notes for lesson outlines, link in post - focus on eiseamláirí teanga. The focus in 

Senior Infants with Gaeilge is listening and speaking. 

SESE I have attached links for these topics but as usual, they are only suggestions. 

 Science pg 24 Electricity 

- https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/junior-senior-infants-energy-electricity-powerpoint-

roi-sc-63 (free access during this time) 

 Science pg 38 What makes it move? 

- https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/au-sc-2212-objects-move-powerpoint  

 Geography pg 54 & 55 Serengeti Safari  

- You can watch the animals in Dublin Zoo on a live cam 

https://www.dublinzoo.ie/animals/animal-webcams/  

- You can also go on a virtual tour of the zoo https://www.dublinzoo.ie/virtual-tours-2/  

Teacher notes available, see link in post. 

Art 

 Choose one of the cutting activities and glue into scissors skills copy 

 Draw a picture of your favourite zoo animal. 

Religion 

 Nothing this week 

Have a good week! 
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